Investigation of the efficiency of the shape of chopped pulses using earthworm model.
In neural electrical stimulation, limiting the charge delivered during a stimulus pulse is essential to avoid nerve tissue damage and to save power. Previous experimental and modeling studies indicated that waveforms such as non-rectangular continuous pulses or rectangular chopped pulse were able to improve stimulation efficiency. The goal of this study is to evaluate if non-rectangular chopped pulses such as quarter sine and ramp are more charge efficient than rectangular chopped pulse. We performed in vivo study on 17 lumbricus terrestris and compared the charge per stimulating phase needed to activate lateral giant fibers (LGF) and medial giant fiber (MGF) using chopped non-rectangular pulses and rectangular pulse, varying stimulation duration parameters. Results indicated that non rectangular chopped pulses activated MGF and LGF with less charge than rectangular chopped pulses. For MGF (respectively LGF), the gain of charge was up to 33.9\% (resp. 17.8\%) using chopped ramp, and up to 22.8\% (resp. 18.1\%) using chopped quarter sine.